


Session 1 - 
Culture and 

Creation



“Playboy is now a crusty relic in the world of on-demand, 
anything goes, anywhere-I-want, digital sexuality… Nearly six 

decades ago it began cultivating an appetite for sexual images 
that has grown hungrier and now is ravenous across our culture. 

Interestingly, the culture now no longer has a taste for 
what Playboy has to offer… No longer are static nudes of 

women sufficient to be sexually arousing” 

Author of: Wired for intimacy: how pornography hijacks the male brain

William Struthers



“You can get a large audience together for a strip-
tease act—that is, to watch a girl undress on the 

stage. Now suppose you came to a country where 
you could fill a theatre by simply bringing a covered 

plate on to the stage and then slowly lifting the 
cover so as to let every one see, just before the 

lights went out, that it contained a mutton chop or 
a bit of bacon, would you not think that in that 
country something had gone wrong with the 

appetite for food?”
C.S. Lewis



“If I profess with the loudest voice and clearest 
exposition every portion of the truth of God, 

except precisely that point which the world and the 
devil are at that moment attacking I am not 

confessing Christ.  Where the battle rages, there 
the loyalty of the soldier is proven and to be 

steady on all the battlefronts besides this is mere 
flight and disgrace if he fliches at that point.”

Martin luther



Days 1-3: REALM Days 4-6: RULER

Day 1: Light Day 4: Sun, Moon and Stars

Day 2: Sky and Water Day 5: Birds and Fish

Day 3: Land Day 6: Land animals and Man



“With Christian or Jewish presuppositions…then if you believe in what it 
says in Genesis 1 about God making heaven and earth – and the binaries 

in Genesis are so important – that heaven and earth, and sea and dry land, 
and so on and so on, and you end up with male and female.  It’s all about 
God making complementary pairs which are meant to work together.  The 
last scene in the Bible is the New Heaven and New Earth, and the symbol 

for that is the marriage of Christ and his church.  It’s not just one or two 
verses here and there which say this or that.  It’s an entire narrative which 

works with this complementarity.”

NT WRIGHT



1. Order of Creation 
2. Eve is created out of the man 
3. Her being made in God’s image is derived from her coming 

from the man 
4. Eve is created as Adam’s helper 
5. Adam is given God’s commandment - Eve learns it from him 
6. The man names the woman 
7. Satan distorts God’s design by going to Eve 
8. Adam is held responsible  
9. The curses distort the roles


